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 U.S. stocks are off to a rough start in the fourth quarter, with both the S&P 500 and the Dow Jones 

Industrial Average (Dow) erasing year-to-date gains through October 24. Meanwhile, the technology-

heavy Nasdaq Composite index has finally entered correction territory (i.e., a drop of 10% from its recent 

peak). Markets are being hit from many sides in October – rising interest rates in the United States, 

uncertainty over an upcoming U.S. election, trade war fears, and various tensions impacting corporate 

earnings in the U.S.   

 While a market sell-off never feels good, volatility remains the natural course of investing and requires 

investors to focus on the fundamentals. In fact, studies by Fidelity show that, since 1920, the S&P 500 has 

on average experienced a 5% pullback three times a year, a 10% correction once a year, and a 20% bear 

market decline every three years. In spite of these regular corrections, markets have still generated 

positive returns over the long run.  

 While bull markets don’t last forever, declines are generally temporary as well. Investors who understand 

that and have a plan tailored to their specific financial goals will experience less panic when markets sell 

off and avoid making the emotional mistakes that often derail their portfolios. 

Let’s explore some of the widely-cited reasons for the recent market sell-off: 

Rising interest rates  

After nearly a decade of historically low interest rates and slow economic growth, the U.S. economy is picking up 

speed, bolstered by fiscal policies such as corporate tax cuts and less regulation of businesses. The economy 

grew 4.2% in the second quarter, the fastest pace in four years. Additionally, the job market is robust, with the 

unemployment rate falling to 3.7% in September – the lowest level in nearly 50 years. In short, there's no longer a 

need for borrowing costs to stay at ultra-low levels. The fear now is that the economy will get too hot and cause 

both price and wage inflation to spike, which would hurt consumer buying power and curtail corporate profits.   

The Fed has raised rates three times in 2018, and the federal funds rate is currently at a range of 2%-2.5%. (The 

long-term historical average remains near 4.5%; as recently as 2007, it was above 5%.) In recent weeks, the Fed has 

laid out a clear path of four to five more rate hikes over the next few years until it reaches a policy stance that is 

slightly more than neutral. However, the Fed may have to abandon that path if the economy falters, which would 

cause the Fed to slow its anticipated rate hikes. Alternatively, if inflation accelerates north of 2%, the Fed would 

have to accelerate the rate hikes. While each of these scenarios would be negative for the market, neither of them 

exist in the economy today. Finally, LPL Financial chief investment strategist John Lynch states that concerns over 

rising rates now seem mostly priced into stocks. Additionally, he notes that, since 1962, the S&P 500 has averaged a 

6.1% gain during periods of rising interest rates. 

As it stands today, the economic fundamentals are strong, and interest rates are going up for a good reason.   

Tariffs and trade wars 

Stock markets in the U.S. mostly shrugged off any concerns over tariffs in the third quarter, setting new record 

highs. However, as we have begun the latest earnings season, the impact of tariffs on future earnings guidance has 

made the markets nervous. More companies are claiming “tariffs” as having a negative impact than in prior 

quarters. However, corporate earnings remain strong on an absolute basis. According to FactSet, a data and 
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analytics provider, the Q3 2018 blended corporate earnings growth rate for the S&P 500 is projected to be 19.5%. If 

19.5% ends up being the actual growth rate for the quarter, it will tie the mark for the third-highest earnings growth 

since Q1 2011 (also 19.5%), trailing only the prior two quarters for 2018.    

While a trade deal with China is unlikely before the midterm elections, the new U.S. trade deal with Mexico and 

Canada provides evidence that a deal can be struck even amid the most heated political rhetoric. The trade war 

has been criticized on both sides of the political aisle, and an end to the trade war is in the best long-term interest 

of both China and the U.S. 

Mid-term elections 

The midterm election often causes angst for the 

stock market. The concern over a scenario in which 

Republicans lose their majority has triggered short-

term volatility because it introduces uncertainty 

over the future of policies ranging from tax cuts to 

immigration. Yet history has shown stock markets 

perform well post midterm elections, regardless of 

which party claims victory in November. 

Strategas Securities noted that the S&P 500 hasn’t 

declined in the year after midterm elections since 

the 1946 cycle—and has climbed 15% on average—

regardless of which party won or lost control of 

Congress. 

It is more likely that Congress will be under split 

control following the midterm elections. In that 

scenario, gridlock in Washington would prevent the government from enacting new policies, keeping the status 

quo. A split decision from the midterms would likely keep America's fiscal, trade and regulatory policies on the 

same trajectory. 

Conclusion 

While a market sell-off never feels good, volatility remains the natural course of investing and requires investors to 

focus on the fundamentals. In fact, studies by Fidelity show that, since 1920, the S&P 500 has on average 

experienced a 5% pullback three times a year, a 10% correction once a year, and a 20% bear market decline every 

three years. In spite of these regular corrections, markets have still generated positive returns over the long run. 

While there’s no guarantee there won’t be more substantial declines in the days ahead, it’s always best for long-

term investors to focus on the fundamentals of the economy. Some basics to consider at times like these include: 

Are fundamentals strong? What is the outlook for corporate earnings? How is the economy behaving? In our view, 

the U.S. economy remains on solid ground. Fiscal tailwinds from corporate tax cuts and repatriation of foreign 

assets should help curtail the current tariff headwinds. While fundamentals remain solid, investors should lower 

return expectations as we sit in the later stages of the economic cycle. Just as bull markets don’t last forever, 
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declines are generally temporary as well. Investors who understand that and have a plan tailored to their specific 

financial goals will experience less panic when markets sell off and avoid making the emotional mistakes that often 

derail their portfolios. 
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